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Introduction:  NASA sits on the brink of an enor-

mously exciting phase of lunar science and exploration. 
The science conducted on the lunar surface through 
NASA’s Artemis program will be stunning – but the 
world will only be able to fully value and appreciate the 
program’s science and exploration landmarks if they are 
shared, and shared in places people will find them and 
in ways that are relevant to them. 

The public engagement and communications team 
in the Solar System Exploration Division of NASA’s 
Goddard Space Flight Center is well positioned to help 
share Artemis science and exploration broadly and ef-
fectively with audiences around the world.  

A World-Class Communications Team:  The 
award-winning public engagement and communications 
team in the Solar System Exploration Division (SSED) 
of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is rec-
ognized for excellence in sharing NASA science inside 
and outside the Agency. We are at the forefront of 
NASA lunar and planetary science communications, in-
tegrated within the SSED and NASA planetary science 
mission and research teams. We lead public engagement 
and communications for several NASA missions, in-
cluding the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, OSIRIS-
REx, MAVEN, and Lucy as well as numerous scientific 
instruments and research teams. We also lead public en-
gagement for three teams within NASA’s Solar System 
Exploration Research Virtual Institute (SSERVI; 
RIS4E, GEODES, and LEADER [1]). 

 

 
Figure 1. Scientists in GSFC’s MNGRL laboratory: the Mid-
Atlantic Noble Gas Research Lab. This lab will analyze one 
of the pristine Apollo samples. Their story was highlighted in 
a web feature developed by the SSED communications team 
before the 2019 holidays, landing on the NASA homepage for 
over a week. Photo credit: NASA/M.L.Wasser 
 

Coordinated Messaging:  Our team works together 
to coordinate releases and messaging of NASA science 
results. For example, our science writers write feature 
stories, working with scientists to confirm scientific ac-
curacy and key messaging. Producers create related vis-
ualizations that are embedded in the web feature. We 
share highlights of the story on social media, linking to 
the full article, visualization, and publication, in formats 
appropriate to each social media platform. We then fea-
ture highlights of the results in public presentations and 
at outreach events, engaging outreach professionals and 
the scientists who conducted the research. Our coordi-
nated approach ensures consistent messaging and max-
imizes the reach and impact of these science stories. 
This reach and impact is further amplified by our coor-
dination with NASA Headquarters and communications 
and public engagement professionals across the 
Agency. 

 

Figure 2. An Instagram story about a Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter press release on Moonquakes in May 2019. The press 
release featured a data visualization. The story was featured in 
numerous media outlets, including The Late Show with Ste-
phen Colbert.  
 

Engagement Platforms:  The SSED public engage-
ment and communications team shares NASA planetary 
science with large audiences through in-person engage-
ments and multiple digital platforms. We lead Interna-
tional Observe the Moon Night [2], an annual world-
wide celebration of lunar science and exploration, celes-
tial observation, and our cultural and personal connec-
tions to the Moon. We also lead NASA’s digital lunar 
platforms, including the moon.nasa.gov website and 
@NASAMoon on Twitter. We contribute to solarsys-
tem.nasa.gov and NASA social media on all NASA-
supported social media platforms. Our science stories 
are featured on nasa.gov. We support multiple outreach 
events each year – both major NASA Level 1 events as 
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well as local and community-based events. We develop 
and recommend resources and opportunities for educa-
tors in national and international networks to highlight 
NASA planetary science with their audiences, including 
NASA Solar System Ambassadors, the NASA Museum 
Alliance, classroom teachers, librarians and park rang-
ers in national, state, and local parks, zoos, observato-
ries, planetaria, and science and nature centers. 

Worldwide NASA Science Dissemination: The 
50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing pro-
vides an example of our reach. In honor of this anniver-
sary, our public engagement team coordinated 93 vol-
unteers from the SSED and affiliated institutions at 27 
anniversary events, sent NASA lunar science and anni-
versary-related handouts to event coordinators in 25 US 
states and 4 countries, with an estimated reach of 
183,000 people. In July 2019 (the month of the Apollo 
11 anniversary), 17 million people saw @NASA-
Moon’s 70 tweets, and the account gained 12,800 new 
followers (up from a typical gain at that time of 3,000 
per month). We also produced and distributed digital re-
source collections, including one intended for use in Mi-
nor League Baseball stadiums [3], and provided train-
ings on Apollo anniversary resources open to all GSFC 
employees. Our communications team helped lead one 
of the most successful “Live Shot” campaigns in NASA 
history (where NASA scientists share exciting results 
and engagement opportunities on television and radio 
news stations across the country). This campaign in-
cluded 23 interviews, including 11 interviews in the top 
20 television markets (e.g. NY1 News New York, 
WTTG and WRC Washington DC, and KING-Seattle 
Washington). We also supported a NASA audio series 
led by the GSFC Office of Communications produced 
in honor of the anniversary. 

In all of 2019, our public engagement team sup-
ported 158 in-person outreach events with a combined 
estimated attendance of over 158,000 people. We dis-
tributed 71,795 individual handouts in 36 states + Wash-
ington D.C. and 19 countries. Further, 2019 had record-
breaking engagement in International Observe the 
Moon Night, with 2,113 events and lunar observers reg-
istered in 102 countries around the world, with an esti-
mated 255,000 event visitors engaged worldwide. 

 
Figure 3. The SSED public engagement team shares NASA 
planetary science with thousands of people at outreach events 
each year. 
 

A Seat at the Table: We can best communicate 
NASA science if we are present to witness it as it un-
folds, from development through discovery, and when 
we maintain strong connections with the scientists con-
ducting the research all along the way. This builds our 
foundation of understanding and positions us to high-
light associated science stories well: to knowledgably 
communicate key messaging and discoveries, learn who 
to contact for additional information and clarification, 
and optimize our recruitment for public presentations, 
outreach events, and other engagement opportunities. 

NASA has incredible and diverse communications 
professionals and so we encourage representation from 
the wider NASA communications community at the Lu-
nar Surface Science Workshop, and throughout the Ar-
temis program. Together, we can prepare the public for 
the immensity of this exploration milestone, bring them 
into the excitement of the missions and discoveries, and 
help them see the value of this program in their own 
lives. Our team is eager to contribute, as together we 
share this story. 
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